
The Pa4X is a sensational instrument. I’m constantly 
amazed at what it can do and, even more importantly, how 
“professional” it sounds. Its heritage lies in some legendary 
KORG products that, in my younger years, I always dreamed 
of owning, spending hours poring over brochures, studying 
the features and listening to the latest music produced using 
these incredible instruments. 

What makes the Pa4X special for me is that its DNA is not that 
of a typical “home” keyboard but rather that of a professional 
musical instrument. This makes it capable of instantly 
producing a performance that sounds like a group of pro 
musicians who’ve played together for years and know exactly 
what they’re doing. What I really like about the Pa4X is that 
when you hear it, you don’t immediately think “that’s a Pa4X” 
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because it sounds somehow “live”.  It takes your playing and 
enhances it rather than overpowering it. Finally, I can feel like 
I’m really playing alongside those top pros who inspired me to 
start making music in the fi rst place. 

However, “professional” doesn’t have to mean “complicated” 
– quite the opposite in fact. As any session player will tell you, 
it’s essential that the instrument you’re using is quick and easy 
to operate, another reason why you’ll fi nd KORG products 
being regularly used on stage and in studios around the world.

So that’s that then. Guess I just need to wait for the next new 
model to come along? Well actually, no. Never a company 
to rest on its laurels or avoid innovative thinking, KORG’s 
engineers and musicians continue to develop their products 
even after they’ve been launched…

So what is Pa4X V2 all about? And what is Osimo?

Pa4X V2 actually takes the instrument to a completely new 
level. Through a combination of incorporating ideas and 
suggestions from amateur and professional Pa4X users 
around the world, plus some truly innovative new ideas from 
the design teams, KORG have, quite literally, produced 
something that will inspire anyone who plays Pa4X to be even 
more musically creative than before. So, what’s new?

New sounds and styles anyone?

V2 packs 94 new Sounds, 6 Drumkits and 83 new 
Multisamples into your Pa4X. In fact, the PCM memory has 
been hugely increased. However, I never take too much notice 
about memory sizes because the real skill is how you use it 
and here, KORG engineers are masters of their art. 
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You can have enormous sound memory and still not have great sounds if you don’t use it well. 
It’s a little like a car having a big engine but a poor gearbox. In this sense, V2 is very defi nitely a 
Ferrari, which is fi tting giving its Italian associations – but more of that later.

We have a new Tenor Sax, Robin Whistle, Bandoneon, Italian Accordions, Pipe Organs, Synth 
Sounds, New Wave Fantasy Sounds, Orchestral Sounds, Vocoder presets and an incredible 
Fazioli Italian Grand Piano. Alongside this are 108 new Keyboard Sets and around 60 new styles.  

New Features
One feature that never ceases to amaze me is the MIDI fi le to style convertor, which can create a 
style from a MIDI song fi le. The internal computing power to do this is quite signifi cant and I really 
love being able to do this.  Now, the Pa4X will also make a backing track with the chord sequence 
from the MIDI fi le.

Also new is the Kaoss FX pad which can be called up on the touch screen. Kaoss is a 
revolutionary KORG product and now it’s built in to your Pa4X, providing an easy way to adjust 
sounds, styles and other parameters by simply drawing your fi nger across the screen. It provides 
easy access to change things that, on other keyboards, can be quite di�  cult or even impossible.

So what else does V2 offer?
There’s loads more in V2…

With Direct SongBook you can now read songbook settings directly from a USB drive

Split Points can be saved with each Keyboard Set

Accurate microphone input metering with audio in

E� ects Noise Gate for great guitar e� ects

Video Out mode is saved globally

and much more.

How much does V2 cost?
So V2 is defi nitely worth downloading for your Pa4X. And in case you’re wondering what it costs, 
it’s completely free! So, get yourself a new keyboard today with Pa4X V2 – but wait….what is 
Osimo?
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Ciao Osimo!
Before I share with you what Osimo is, I should tell you where 
Osimo is! Osimo takes its name from the town of Osimo 
(pronounced O-see-mo) in Italy. Osimo lies just a short 
distance from KORG’s Italian base where Pa4X and many 
other products are developed. Yes, KORG is a Japanese 
company, but the Italian element (or perhaps I should say 
fl air) in the Pa range really does add a unique dimension which 
cannot be found in any other range of arranger keyboard 
instruments. The area, near to the city of Ancona, is known 
worldwide for the manufacture of musical instruments, from 
the days when most of the world’s Accordions were made 
here, through the classic years of electronic organs when 
several manufacturers had their factories here, to today, where 
KORG has assembled a team of musicians, engineers and 
craftsmen to design, develop and build a number of high-end 
products which encapsulate KORG’s philosophy and passion 
to make an instrument as good as it can possibly be.

I had the pleasure of visiting KORG Italy a few months ago, 
and one evening, took to trip to Osimo. It’s a beautiful town, 
standing on top of a hill with the mountains to one side and 
the Adriatic coast to the other. It’s the kind of place that stirs 
something in the soul, and a few weeks later, as we were 
thinking about a name for this new product, it suddenly came 
back to us. And so Osimo was born.

Osimo is really the last piece of the jigsaw. Pa4X combines 
the best of Japanese and Italian technology and knowledge 
to give us a wonderful musical instrument. With Osimo, we’ve 
now added some additional content created especially for 
players in the UK. Thanks to some of the best keyboard artists 
in the country, you now have access to a brand new Songbook 
with actual song titles & artist names, a selection of Strictly 
Musical registrations from Pete Shaw including Strictly Movies 
& Strictly Musicals, new Setlists including World of Organ, 
World of Jazz, World of Beatles, World of Elton etc. and stacks 
of brand new Songbook entries, everything from evergreen 
standards to the latest chart hits. And of course, all of this is 
completely free to existing and new Pa4X owners.

So, there you have it. With Pa4X V2 and Osimo, there’s a whole 
new world of music and features to explore without having to 
buy a new keyboard! I do hope we get to meet in person soon 
at one of the many events we hold around the country for 
KORG players and, in the meantime, enjoy your music even 
more with KORG!
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